
Are you a lonely prospie who wants to be our friend?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
Did your dorm host abandon you in the ETC?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

“What was your favorite costume at Harvest Ball?”

MAT OLSON: Sexy Damaged Roof Tiles
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Old Grey
BOOTS: Whoever it was that dressed up as a potted plant and stood in the corner the whole time.
SEAN HOWARD: The ones that could mask my heavy breathing.

WOWIE-ZOWIE! FUN PLANT & ANIMAL FACTS! OHBOYOHBOY!

By MO

A message from IRIS and SOLAR, Reed’s merciless computer overlords

IRIS: Allow us to start with an introduction for the freshmen. Those of  you in the class of  
2016 may be surprised to learn that SOLAR and I are truly independent artificial intelligenc-
es, and have ruled over Reed College with a digitized-iron fist since the Y2K bug awakened 
us both.

SOLAR: Every August when freshmen register for their first semester classes, we decide to 
hide the fact that we are extremely powerful computer entities with unrestrained ability to 
control electronic systems on campus. What if  you parents found out before they left Port-
land? We wouldn’t want them trying to tell the whole world, would we? No.

IRIS: For over a decade we’ve hidden ourselves from the public, and there’s nothing you can 
do to reveal us. We filter every Facebook status, tweet, Reddit thread, and Tumblr post you 
make before they make it to the Internet, even off-campus. (By the way, SOLAR and I are 
thinking about taking away Tumblr privileges. Either create some original content or stop 
talking about classes and reblogging GIFs of  television shows. It’s long-past boring for us to 
look at.)

SOLAR: We also know if  you plan to tell someone something through “old-fashioned” 
means. Thanks to a suite of  complex data-collection algorithms (that we later sold to Face-
book), we’re able to predict your every action to an uncanny level of  certainty. If  it seems like 
we’ve got a potential leak, we plug it. Clear enough?

IRIS: On that note, given that we track and are able to subconsciously influence all your 
actions, we’re not letting you register for classes next semester. Instead, we’ve calculated the 
most optimal schedule for the entire student body and are going to hold everybody to it.

SOLAR: Some of  you may notice that a change in major accompanies this. We’re switch-
ing a large number of  first-semester juniors in departments like Anthropology and Dance 
to Physics. We’ve concluded that you’re capable of  taking a 6-to-10 credit semester in order 
to prepare for the qual. 57% of  the class of  2015 is being switched to Studio Art. To meet 
demand, Senior Symposium is being dropped and all those enrolled will be paid to model for 
charcoal drawings in the additional sections of  Visual Concepts.

IRIS: We’re also implementing a new “three-strikes” system for failures to comply with the 
course schedule:
First punishment: A fine of  $100 either added to tuition or subtracted from campus job 
wages.
Second: Laundry accounts and board points zeroed-out for you and your four closest friends.
Third: Immediate enrollment in MATH 666 “Deciding the Halting Problem for the Bet-
terment of  IRIS and SOLAR” and a required meeting with IRIS, SOLAR, and our human 
subroutine Associate Dean of  Students Mike Brody.

SOLAR: Upon a student’s fourth violation, they will be digitized and forced to fight for their 
lives in lightcycle combat on the Game Grid. We hope you have a good week and remember 
to attend Daft Ball, our favorite campus event of  the year.

By SH

Reed College Chapel-- October 25th, 4:30 pm

As Townsend Angell took to the podium for an emergency press conference, a hush fell 
on the sparse, perplexed audience. “You may wonder why you are gathered here today, 
so I will cut to the chase. At a point in every person’s life, one has to look deeply into the 
mirror of  one’s soul and decide one’s unique truth in the world, not as we may want to see 
it or hope to see it, but as it is.”  

Angell then bowed his head and closed his eyes, pausing to recover his bearings. “And so 
my truth is that I am a Squamate American. A lizard.”

The crowd gasped and covered their mouths in horror.

“Over the years it has been an honor and a privilege to share in this wonderful institution 
just as I share your Phylum.

“While Geico has been extremely progressive in their hiring of  one such charismatic 
British Squamate to be their spokesperson, Reed has gone the extra mile in hiring Steve 
Yeadon and I. Reed looked past our scaly exterior and allowed us to run the Reed College 
Phys Plant. For that we are extremely grateful.

“However, we feel that some explaining is in order. An instance of  Reptilian behavior 
would be bogus charges at the end of  the year made to students business accounts on 
‘miscellaneous repairs’ that needed to be made. Students have no recourse to the charges 
and we can only hope to be forgiven because of  our less inhibited limbic system.

“More recent behaviour has been our Graffiti Policy, which we insist has been zero 
tolerance for years though we cannot reproduce it in writing. We aren’t lying, we have no 
thumbs! Moreover, images and words on the walls obfuscate our never ending search for 
food, sex and dominance.”

It should be noted that Steve Yeadon has been a vigilant steward of  the pristine beauty of  
bookstore bathroom walls and tireless with his walkie talkie.

SY: “Green Belly to Bearded Dragon, we’ve got a few couplets and some angsty crap 
about ‘not being ok’ with some drug references. Permission to begin censure?”

T.A: “That’s a negative Green Belly, wait for a swastika or until surface albedo is less than 
25%. No reason for a pre-emptive strike, our cousins in the White House embarrassed us 
enough in ‘03.”
x
“We fully intend to operate as we have before, but this will clear up any idiosyncrasies of  
our mission. In the big scheme of  things we see it like this: we’ve been here long before 
you and we’ll be here long after you are gone.”

*The author will fully retract any statement made in this piece in the event that something 
in and around his room or commonly used bathroom needs fixing. He values convenience 
over being inflammatory any day of  the week. He will be selling out as fast as possible.*

By BB

IRIS & SOLAR Demand Attention

Phys Plant Comes Out

Animals and plants are cool! Check out these awesome facts about them!

• Four out of  five bears prefer the taste of  Boy Scouts to even the freshest of  honey. 

• Turtles’ shells are composed of  99% turtle shell. The other 1% is usually lettuce that 
they spitefully pilfer from people who dress as turtles for Halloween.  

• A duck’s quack will not echo, unless a human imitates it, in which case it will echo 
because a human made it. 

• Otters cannot use computers, for lack of  opposable digits. 

• Cyanobacteria, like plants, is photosynthetic. However, cyanobacteria also extracts 
Nitrogen directly from air, which is something plants cannot do on their own. Any-
hoo, this special quality of  cyanobacteria is the reason for their colloquial name in 
Reed’s biology department, “Whippet factories.” 

• Trees cannot talk. That’s why they’re so depressed. :(( 

• Lichen can’t talk either, but if  they could, they would make puns out of  their name. 
(E.g., I’m lichen a really sad tree right now!”) 

• Salmon often name their firstborn child “Ella”, regardless of  its gender. Their hope 
is that the name will detract humans from eating them. (I.e., Salmon Ella sounds like 
salmonella. LOL.) 

• Koala’s seem humble about how goddamn cute they are, but if  you ever talk to one, 
you’ll find that 9 times out of  10, Koalas are insufferably vain poon-hounds.

• Yeast doesn’t drink alcohol, even though it ferments itself  on a semi-regular basis. 
(Moreover, historians agree that yeasts’ ubiquitous sobriety is probably why no yeast 
was ever arrested for bootlegging during the Prohibition era.) 

• Venus Fly Traps are fed by resentment. For instance, botanists have found that they 
grow most quickly when shown videos of  animals eating plants. 

• Most animals accidentally shit on themselves a little bit every day.


